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Op Caryatid - News International case

Importance:

High

Cc:

Dear All,

(cc Dean for info)

On the direction of ACSO, this job is to be scanned onto ALTIA in its entirety and fully documented and indexed on a
Secure HOLMES account as a matter of priority. The offer of the assistance of two officers from each of the PODS will
be considered by DI Maberly and co-opted in to assist with this process as necessary.
It is of critical importance to the MPS and the command that this is progressed as a priority and this requires attention
please to coordinate.
clarity, the SIO remains DCS Phil Williams and day-to-day running of the scanning process will be managed on his
behalf by DI Maberly.
Mike, Duncan, Ron and Kevin, please consider who you can lend to Mark, if and when required, to do the scanning
and be skilled up in this dark and ancient art!
Regards
Adrian Tudway
A/DCS Investigations
For DCS Clive Timmons
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